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Host Beth says:
Summary: The USS Cherokee is in the midst of the debris.  What was left of their home base SB-33.  A ion trail indicating a damaged ship was detected leading away from the debris.  Are their loved ones on board?  Stay tuned....

Host Beth says:
USS Cherokee 10406.27 Doppelganger Part 14

Host Beth says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: in engineering, going over the last systems checks ::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Exiting Sickbay, headed for Bridge.:: CNS: Outside of the physical injuries, how is the crew holding up?

MCPO_Damato says:
:: continues to monitor weapon repairs as they wrap up. getting the ship ready to fight whatever it is they are tracking. ::

Host XO_Worthington says:
::sitting in the big chair, plotting his escape::

CSO_Nash says:
:: At his station using the sensors at maximum setting to follow the trajectory of the ion trail.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
CO: I really haven't given it much thought.  I am a little concerned about Trent.  He's not talking too much.  He may just have a lot on his mind.

CEO_Pandora says:
::Sitting behind a console in main engineering, rubbing his eyes, meanwhile suppressing a big yawn::

CNS_T`Lin says:
CO: And Kevin, well I think he is handling things the best he can right now.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CNS: Understood, he and Commander Nash are my chief concerns, but most everyone aboard lost someone to the attack.

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::at OPS::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: raises his left eyebrow very high, as he looks up from his console:: CEO: Sir, are you alright? You see... awfully exhausted.

MCPO_Damato says:
:: smiles as he is relieved by one of the younger officers at Tactical...moving to the TL.::

Host XO_Worthington says:
CSO: Anything yet?

CNS_T`Lin says:
CO: I do not know what to do if they will not talk to me.  I am worried about what Trent may try to do if LoDuca really does have his mother.

CNS_T`Lin says:
CO: And we do not know for sure, do we?

CEO_Pandora says:
::Glances aside to Wilson:: EO: That would be correct then... I haven't slept for at least 24 hours...

CNS_T`Lin says:
CO: By the way, how's the leg holding up?

Host XO_Worthington says:
*CEO*: What is your status down there?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Enters TL.::  TL: Bridge.  CNS: I know, and I can't honestly say if I blame him.  But without needing proof, I'd bet LoDuca does.  The leg is fine.

CSO_Nash says:
:: He keeps up his mental projection of vigilance and the wish to get his hands on LoDuca even though he has the news.:: XO: I have a good strong reading on the ion trail. I have fed the coords to the helm when pursuit is ordered. It is from a damaged ship and it is heading away from the debris.

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Well, that doesn't make much sense, does it. Why don't you just sit here, catch... catch 40 winks or something? ::grins::

CNS_T`Lin says:
CO: Any special orders then?

Host XO_Worthington says:
CSO: How long to intercept at the current time?

MCPO_Damato says:
:: grabs a couple of phaser rifles and some other necessary equipment, knowing the man he served under and making his way to the shuttlebay. ::

CEO_Pandora says:
::Glances quickly at the MSD:: *XO*: We just got impulse power back online, communications, basically everything is back online, except warp drive...

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CNS: No need for orders, we go stop the traitorous terrorist.

CNS_T`Lin says:
CO: Understood.

Host XO_Worthington says:
*CEO*: Good work Mr. Pandora. Please convey the Captain and my appreciation to your staff. Any ETA on the warp drive?

CSO_Nash says:
XO: It appears to be from a damaged warp nacelle. Drive plasma all over the place. At impulse and with the headstart, unknown. Could be an hour up to 5 hours, Commander.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Exits TL.:: XO: Status Comman... ::Pauses hearing the question asked now.::

CEO_Pandora says:
*XO*: Negative, could be one hour, could be ten... ::Smiles at Wilson:: EO: No thanks, I might have a bit of sleep later, but not now... We're still not in very good shape. Not that I don't trust you to take charge in my absence...

CSO_Nash says:
XO/ CO: I have an updated estimate on time to intercept. 2 hours at Maximum Impulse, sirs.

Host XO_Worthington says:
::rises from the big chair:: aOPS: Now that communications are back, get on the horn to Starfleet Command. Send them our current status and find out about my mother.

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Well, suit yourself. ::smiles:: Perhaps the doctor can replicate a stimulant of some sort?

aOPS_Tiernan says:
XO:  Yes, Sir.

Host XO_Worthington says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged. Keep me informed. CO: Shall I set a pursuit course, sir?

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Exits turbolift and hears the XO's comment.::  XO: Are you doing okay, Trent?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO: The very second a Starfleet vessel enters the system, we shall engage.  Any word at all on relief?

CEO_Pandora says:
::Shakes head:: EO: Oh, please, no... I don't like medication really. Kinda disrupts my physical balance, at least, as far as there is one... ::Grins::

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::she composes a report for Starfleet, telling them what happened and also a request on the current status of Cmdr Worthington's mother::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: glances through a final diagnostic on the impulse engines :: CEO: Well, I'd say your physical balance is a little disrupted right now, given your fatigue. But suit yourself. ::winks::

Host XO_Worthington says:
CNS: I am fine. CO: Let me take a shuttle and follow them sir. I promise I won't do anything drastic, just keep an eye on them til you get there.

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Glares at the XO.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO: Given LoDuca's love for traps, I don't think that would be wise.  Let's give Starfleet a few minutes first.

CEO_Pandora says:
::Chuckles as he gets up and walks over to a small replicator in the corner:: EO: If nothing else, this could work.... Replicator: One large coffee, black, hot, extra strong..

MCPO_Damato says:
:: leaves the armory and makes his way to his next destination. ::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
aOPS: Also request an ETA from Starfleet on relief.  Tell them we need it as soon as possible.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Hears the Captain and doesn't like what he hears, but is not willing to openly disobey an order.::

Host XO_Worthington says:
CO: Sir, with every minute we wai... yes, I suppose you are right. Everything else appears to be on schedule. Hopefully we will have warp soon and impulse and the comm are back.

aOPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  I'm working on it, Sir.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO: I know, what of Betazed?  Can we raise them yet?

Host XO_Worthington says:
CO: We will know shortly, whenever Tiernan gets off the phone.

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: sighs :: CEO: I never remembered engineering to be so boring. But then again, when you serve on a ship that's breaking apart at the seams, you can't help but not be bored...

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Returns to her chair and waits.  Feels the tension on the bridge as they wait for relief.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO: Perhaps they might have something more suited to pursuit.

CEO_Pandora says:
::Takes his cup, chuckling, then in a slightly grumpy voice:: EO: If you want to have something to do, you can always help with the warp drive...

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::after getting word from Starfleet::   CO:  Captain, Starfleet says that we are on our own, no other starships are around to help us.   ::turns to the XO::  XO:  And Cmdr, no new news on your mother, but they haven't stopped looking for her.

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Someone has to monitor these... temperamental impulse engines. Besides... those testy engineering teams of yours can get the job done.

Host XO_Worthington says:
aOPS: Thank you. Please contact Betazed. CO: Sir, I am going to check out Engineering. Perhaps a pep talk will do them good.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
aOPS: Contact Betazed then, we need a ship, a fast one, well armed.  XO: Very good, commander.

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::nods to the XO::

CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods:: EO: Very well, but next time, bring a novel, so you can read and glance at the console every once in a while...

Host XO_Worthington says:
::heads for the TL and enters, looking back at T'Lin::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: I'm reading a very interesting one right now... actually a number of very interesting ones. 20th, 21st century literature. Margaret Atwood... she's Canadian... or Japanese... or something.

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Gets up and enters the TL with the XO::  XO: Want some company?

CEO_Pandora says:
::Shakes head, smiling, as he sits down behind his own console:: EO: At least she's human... ::Looks around as he realized what he had said, but luckily, no-one heard him::

Host XO_Worthington says:
TL: Engineering. CNS: Um, now is not a good time, Doctor. Perhaps we can have a psychoanalyzation chat later.

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::she goes to contact Betazed but there is an incoming message coming from Betazed, and its marked urgent for the CO::  CO:  Captain, there is a message coming from Betazed for you.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Captain, what about the Sequoia, sir?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::sighs.:: Helmsman: Bring us into orbit of Betazed.  Put us... aOPS: Put it through.

CNS_T`Lin says:
XO: Uh, no Trent.  I think now would be a good time.  What is going on?

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::nods as she puts it through::

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: Well Captain...did you like my little surprise?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: A bit small, hoping there might be an interceptor or something on the surface.

Host XO_Worthington says:
CNS: Awfully formal today, aren't we. Nothing is going on. I just have a few things to take care of.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Understood, sir.

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: And what is that supposed to mean? :: laughs :: I'll have you know, Betazed has produced many respected authors. You should read some - it's about the only good thing to come out of Betazed...

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: Oh, it was very entertaining.  Not like you, though, to miss time it like this.  You might want to be more careful.

CNS_T`Lin says:
XO: Well then, Commander .. I suppose you don't mind if I come along then, do you?

Host Beth says:
INFO: The transmission is audio only.

CNS_T`Lin says:
XO: And I apologize.  I meant no disrespect.

CEO_Pandora says:
::Chuckles:: EO: If you insist... But I prefer holo-novels myself.. I kinda like to be in the actual environment, to be part of the story.... To BE the story...

Host CO_Ayidee says:
aOPS: You know the drill, track it back through as many steps as you can.

Host XO_Worthington says:
CNS: Well since you just love Engineering so much. TL: Shuttlebay 2 please. CNS: I forgot, I left something in the shuttlebay, I'll go get it and we can meet up in Engineering.

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: But I didn't miss time it.  I wanted you to be alive to have the pleasure of picking through the debris.

aOPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  Already on that, Captain.

MCPO_Damato says:
*CNS*: Counselor, this is Master Chief D’Amato. Hate to bother you but I got a few crewman who might need your assistance...I can't spare anyone else and it really needs a professional touch.  Can I get you to come down to Tactical?

CNS_T`Lin says:
XO: Are you trying to avoid me?  I think I'll just go with you, thank you .. Sir.

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: Tell m my furry little Captain...did you find your little friends out there among the mess?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Hears the message and begins to get upset.:: Self: Why that smug...

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: raises an eyebrow :: CEO: Publishers should adapt more of these classic novels... maybe then I'll spend more time in holonovels...

Host XO_Worthington says:
CNS: Of course not T'Lin. I just don't want you getting involved.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: You aren't that stupid.  Funny, though, I thought you at least had something as a goal.  Turned from treason to insane lack of reason.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: But let's cut through the garbage.  You called for a reason. so drop your bait and let's move on.

CNS_T`Lin says:
*Domato*: Understood, Sir. I will be there in a minute.  XO: Trent, look, I don't know what you are up to , but I am very concerned as your friend and as .. well as your friend.  Whatever it is that you are up to, please be careful.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Brings the chip online as the transmission is back.::

MCPO_Damato says:
*CNS*: Acknowledged, Counselor.

CEO_Pandora says:
::Glances to his side again:: EO: Maybe you could write your favorite novels into holonovels... And then see what the crew thinks...

CSO_Nash says:
:: Uses sensors to triangulate the coordinates.::

Host XO_Worthington says:
CNS: I'll try. Don't worry, I will be ok.

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: I just thought you'd like to see something that I have here. ::suddenly the viewscreen shows the Admiral gagged and bound tightly.  Her bruised face showing clearly.  Her eyes are closed and she seems to have trouble breathing through the gag::

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::after getting bounced around, she finally gets a lead forming nearby in an ion trail::   CO:  Captain.  ::whispers::  I got a lead after getting bounced for while, the signal seems to be forming somewhere in that ion trail and the signal seems to be following that trail.

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: thinks for a sec... and quietly giggles to himself :: CEO: No, I don't think that would work very well.

Host XO_Worthington says:
::the tl stops and he exits onto the shuttlebay:: CNS: Til next time T'Lin.

CEO_Pandora says:
::Grins:: EO: And why not? You're an engineer, you at least know the basics of the holographic systems... Or is it something else?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: What, you think this will shock us into mistakes?  This changes nothing, not a thing.  Surrender yourself to her authority and the courts may show mercy.  Not that a cowardly traitor like you deserves it.

Host Beth says:
<Master Chief> ::walks up to the XO with a dirty rag in his hands wiping the grease from his fingers:: XO: Hello sir, can I help you?

CNS_T`Lin says:
XO: Understood.  ::Takes the turbolift to Tactical and exits.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
aOPS: Understood, not a surprise.

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: You don't want to know. Actually... during my artsy period - I used to draw, you know - I spent some time designing certain... programs for my clients. ::winks::

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: ::suddenly his voice goes hard and the screen goes dark:: You have 3 hours to find us...otherwise I will be sending her back to you in little pieces.

Host XO_Worthington says:
Chief: I am here to check out a few things. I'll let you know if I need any help. ::moves over to the Sequoia::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: You aren't in a position to demand anything.  Release her and the others now, you have 30 minutes.

MCPO_Damato says:
:: turns off the monitor observing the XO and turns his chair in the Sequoia, waiting for the XO to come on board. ::

CEO_Pandora says:
::Grins:: EO: I think I know what you mean.... Well, if you're not interested... Fine then... ::Turns to his own console, after glancing at the MSD::

CNS_T`Lin says:
::enters tactical ..no one is there.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
*XO*: Commander, there is no one in Tactical.  Are you okay?

Host Beth says:
::follows the XO:: XO: If you are here for any of the shuttles...they are all down.  Seems some radiation out in the debris damaged them severely.  This baby, ::points to the Sequoia:: took a heck of a beating.  Nothing works.

CNS_T`Lin says:
*CO*: Captain, I think there is something going on.  I was with Trent and I was called to Tactical but there is no one here.

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  Two torpedoes hit the Cherokee, one knocking out the right nacelle, the other, successfully hitting the doors to where the Sequoia is housed.  The crew go flying all over the ship!

Host XO_Worthington says:
*CNS*: What do you mean? I though there were wounded? Chief: How about that. I just got to check on a few things. ::enters the Sequoia::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: But the question is, are *you* interested? :: laughs; before he is suddenly knocked off his feet ::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*XO*: Commander, we need you back on the Bridge.  Where ar...::Goes crashing into the railing again, this time whacking it with shoulder.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Is knocked off her feet.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Gets up.:: *CO*: Captain!  What was that?

MCPO_Damato says:
:: is tossed about the interior of the shuttle.....cursing and bracing himself as he is thrown about by the impact. ::

CEO_Pandora says:
::Jolts his head to the MSD as the torpedoes hit:: All: Damage control teams on standby! *Bridge*: Engineering to bridge... What's going on?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Feels the impact and grabs on to his console. Seeing the chip glow blindingly.:: CO: Sir, he's right on top of us.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Struggles to stand, right arm hanging limp.:: All: Red Alert!  Get whatever shields we have up, Tactical, find us a target, now!

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: ::now a smugness can be heard:: You were saying?

Host XO_Worthington says:
::before he can enter the Sequoia he is thrown against the vessel and knocked unconscious::

CNS_T`Lin says:
XO: Commander, are you all right.  There was no one in Tactical

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::falls to the floor, she composes herself again::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: I was saying you are in no position to demand anything.  You still aren't.

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Makes her way through the JT to the shuttlebay.::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: tries to stand back up, as he grabs his engineering kit, waiting to see where he is needed for damage control::

MCPO_Damato says:
<Ensign Crosshair> CO: Attempting a lock now....phaser control is still difficult at best sir.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Uses the signal from the chip to help us target LoDuca’s ship. Brings the sensor pod online to give more power to the sensors. Waits for the CO's permission.:: CO: Permission to use the sensor pod to bolster sensors?

CEO_Pandora says:
::Gets up from his console, still looking at the MSD:: All: Damage control teams 1 and 2, get to the starboard nacelle, damage control teams 3 and 4, report to the shuttlebay, on the double!

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Enters the shuttlebay and sees the XO lying unconscious, debris scattered everywhere.::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: hurries over to the impulse diagnostics :: CEO: Dagnabit! We just lost impulse, sir!

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Turns back towards Tactical.::  Crosshair: Not going to be a problem.  Take wide angle shots, just keep them away from the planet.  CSO: Do it.

MCPO_Damato says:
:: staggers out of the Sequoia and moves to the XO's prone form. :: XO: Commander....snap out of it....come on...

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: Hmmmm....let's see just how many torpedoes the little kitty cat's ship can withstand?

CEO_Pandora says:
::Curses under his breath:: EO: How bad is it? ::Walks over to Wilson:: All: Damage control teams 2 and 4 will remain here.... We need you elsewhere...

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO/ Crosshair: What kind of ship is it?

CNS_T`Lin says:
Damato:  What are you doing!  You called me to tactical.  What are you up to?

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  System failures begin to happen all over the ship.

MCPO_Damato says:
<Ensign Crosshair> CO: Aye sir.  Firing now! :: fires all banks of operating phasers at wide angle.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye, sir. :: Engages the pod and feeds the sensors with the chip through them.::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: quickly looks over his flickering console :: CEO: Impulse, warp... all down... and we are RAPIDLY losing power to all tactical systems...

CEO_Pandora says:
::Looks away from Wilson as he reports the power loss:: *Bridge*: Pandora to bridge, respond!

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::her console keeps fluctuating::

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Walks over to the wall to grab a medical kit, pulling out a hypospray along the way.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: More then you have.

Host Beth says:
INFO: The phasers fire into empty space.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Works fervently to keep the sensors online.:: CO: Haven't got a clear reading yet, but I think it's his new toy.

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: Ooops...you missed.  Is it my turn now?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: Yes, your turn, now you stand still while we shoot at you.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks to his sensors to give him a clear blip for positioning.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Uses a tricorder and takes a deep breath.:: Self: Only minor injuries, thank God.

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  LoDuca's ship uncloaks, just to taunt them.

Host Beth says:
ACTION: A torpedo hits the left nacelle destroying it completely.  The ship is rocked again.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
Crosshairs: Hold your fire, when he starts to recloak, give everything you have!

CSO_Nash says:
:: Sees the ship uncloak and sends the position to Tactical.:: Tactical: You have coords.

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: he clutches onto his console as the ship is rocked again :: CEO: WE just lost the port nacelle - emergency forcefields are in place. God...

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: We'll get back to you, a little busy.

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: ::the sound of hands clapping:: That's two for me!

aOPS_Tiernan says:
::wonders when she is going to wake up from this nightmare to end all nightmares or is it really happening::

MCPO_Damato says:
<ENS Crosshair> CO: Phasers are down sir...I have nothing to throw at him.

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Uses a stimulant, Netinaline, to awaken the XO. Taps the XO on the cheek.::  XO: Commander, can you hear me?

CEO_Pandora says:
*Bridge*: Negative, I don't care how busy you are, if we're firing another shot, even though I doubt we can, we'll be out of power in mere minutes!

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Sir, if they don't try, we'll be destroyed in mere minutes!

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: Understood, and it doesn’t appear it will be an issue.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
All: I'm open to suggestions.

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Uses a dermal regenerator to heal the open wounds on the XO.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: How much do we have left in the reserves?

MCPO_Damato says:
CNS: Is he going to be okay?

Host XO_Worthington says:
::sees T'Lin hovering over him:: CNS: What happened?

CEO_Pandora says:
*CO*: It better not be, because we're going to need all the power we have, to repair the systems... Again... Reserves are about half... I estimate some three hours at this level of power usage, another 3 if we're going into saving mode...

CNS_T`Lin says:
D’Amato: He will be fine.  XO: I am not sure.  I went to tactical, but there was no one there.  And then we got torpedoed or something.  We've been hit twice.  Are you okay?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves over to the Captain.:: CO: A moment of your time, sir?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: LoDuca: Fine, you win this round.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: What do you have?

Host XO_Worthington says:
::tries to put a coherent thought together:: CNS: I guess so. Attacked, are we alright?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Mutes signal on our end.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
XO: I do not know.  Are you okay to walk?  I think we should get back to the bridge.

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: You know Captain...you are right...this IS fun.  I can't wait until we can play again.

MCPO_Damato says:
XO: Not known yet sir...but its probably not good.

Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  A friend to the Cherokee uncloaks and prepares to fire on LoDuca.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
aOPS: Status report, what do we have working?

Host XO_Worthington says:
CNS: I'll try. ::struggles to get to his feet and remain afoot, begins to stumble towards the TL::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: looks around, watching as the damage control teams get to work :: DCTs: One of you, keep an eye on the life support systems - I don't care where you get this power, but make sure it goes to life support and structural integrity. We're no good to anyone shattered into pieces!

Host Beth says:
<LoDuca> @COM: Cherokee: CO: Ta ta for now, Captain! ::the ship cloaks as the comm channel is closed abruptly::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
#COM: Cherokee:  Captain, I will see if I can take your place.  First shot is for you.

MCPO_Damato says:
:: puts the XO's arm over his shoulder and helps him to the TL.

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Helps the XO steady himself.:: XO: I will help you get to the bridge.  Just lean on me.

aOPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  Checking, stand by

CSO_Nash says:
:: Whispers to the Captain.:: CO: I still have that roto worm. I suggest that I use the signal from LoDuca to uplink the virus and give it back to him. Let it play havoc with his system.

Host XO_Worthington says:
::leans on the CNS and MCPO and enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: Ra'al: Good hunting, and good luck.

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
ACTION:  The Romulan ship begins firing at LoDuca's last coordinates.  Then cloaks going on the chase.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Do it, and cross your fingers.

MCPO_Damato says:
:: sighs as the TL fails to operate. :: Self: I am getting to old for this sh...

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: goes to one of the monitors, as he watches the power relays seemingly go out, one by one...:: Self: Darn, just replaced them...

Host XO_Worthington says:
MCPO/CNS: Well that was short. I guess we crawl. Let's go. ::heads toward the nearest Jeffries tube::

CEO_Pandora says:
*CO*: Captain, with your permission, I'm taking the ship to silent mode, it'll double our time to get repairs done, and even then we'd be pushing it...

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye Captain. :: Sends the roto worm specifically assigning it to take out cloak and weapons. Uplinks it to LoDuca’s system frequency.::

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Follows the XO.::  XO: Are you sure you can make it?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Crosses fingers.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: Understood, it's not like we're in a position to help anyhow.

aOPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  Too much is down for me to tell, Captain.

Host XO_Worthington says:
::looks at the CNS with a glazed look:: CNS: I don't know, your the Doctor, you tell me?

CNS_T`Lin says:
::Laughs.:: XO: Let's give it a shot.  We'll put D’Amato behind you.  At least you'll have a nice cushion if you fall.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
aOPS: Begin to evacuate the ship of all nonessential personnel.  Shut down anything we can, and get everyone down to Betazed.

MCPO_Damato says:
:: watches the two of them as they crawl into the Jeffries tubes....running his hand through his graying red hair.  Self: Not the tubes again...retirement is looking better and better every day. :: sighs and starts to climb into the tube.::

CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods:: EO: Ensign, engage silent running mode... ::Walks over to a console:: EO: And redirect the DCT from the shuttlebay to the impulse generators...

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Negative effect sir. He's out of range. :: Looks at the chip.::

EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Aye, sir. Shutting down... whatever's left to shut down.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods at CSO.::

Host Mrs-Q says:
ACTION:  Mrs. Q appears on the bridge of the Cherokee.

aOPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  Aye.  ::does as asked::

Host Mrs-Q says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{End Mission}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

Host Mrs-Q says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{End Mission}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

Host Mrs-Q says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{End Mission}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}


